into the microphones, triggering short
sections of this sound when one of the
neurons “fires.” The neuronal network
is driven by a noisy signal that keeps the
system “buoyant” and has an additional
algorithmic plasticity code that changes
network connection strengths according to causal firing between the neurons, mimicking simple learning. When
the neurons fire, their corresponding
LED lights also light up, causing cascades of firing events to create a scattering of light and recorded live sound
across the speaker network.
The patterns of lights and sounds
triggered across the network occur
in polychronous groups [4], in which
the imaginary and the memorial are
linked with sensory perception and the
collective dynamics of the spiking neurons. Subgroups of neurons become
polychronized (causal firing together in
a group but not at the same time), and
it is the pattern of the firing subgroup
that represents the signal pattern for
the initial stimulation. Izhikevich’s idea
introduces simple memory into this
scenario by suggesting that the re-firing
of the polychronized group of neurons
evokes the original stimulus within our
imagination.
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A B S T R ACT

T

his paper describes the concept and realization
of Solar Work #2, an outdoor, solar-powered sound
artwork that responds to the sun, creating a field of
small sounds and drawing visitors into the physical
and sonic landscape.

This work is miles wide and miles high and
takes me right into the sound of the world.
—Visitor comment
Solar Work #2 arose from my desire to
explore the relationship of a sound
art piece to the sonic and visual landscape, with the goal of creating longterm compositions that would reflect
changes in the weather and challenge
visitors’ concepts of “natural” and “artificial.” The idea of using solar power
came from my interest in placing autonomous units outdoors in places where
it would be difficult to use conventional
power. I wanted to free electronic
sound work from its reliance on the
grid or batteries and extend the range
of potential sites open to artists. It also
arose from a dissatisfaction with the
tangles of cables and constant battery
changing usually associated with electronic sound pieces. Additionally, the
project was an investigation of what is
possible in terms of autonomous sound
pieces using current solar technology.
Sonic art powered by solar energy
has some precedent. In the late 1970s,
Fluxus artist Joe Jones started creating
solar-powered kinetic work, culminating in Solar Orchestra in 1982 [1]. Alvin
Lucier’s Solar Sounder I (1979) was
designed to explicitly reflect the seasons
and revolution of the Earth, and Lucier
hated the idea of the piece being
changed by human interference [2].
Felix Hess used solar-powered oscillator
circuits driving piezo discs in an installation called How Light Is Changed into
Sound in 1996 [3], and more recently
Craig Colorusso created Sun Boxes, a
collection of 20 sound-producing boxes
each powered with a solar array [4].

Long-term weather-driven compositions found expression in Max Eastley’s
aeolian instruments [5] and Jem Finer’s
Score for a Hole in the Ground [6], an
interesting example of a permanent
outdoor work designed to reflect, sonically and visually, the environment in
which it is situated.
In the version described here, Solar
Work #2 consists of seven brass gramophone horns hung in trees roughly 20
m apart, in a line across the landscape
(Fig. 1). The line is oriented so as to
roughly mirror the sun’s path across the
sky (Fig. 2). Each horn is connected by
wire to an oscillator circuit and a photovoltaic (PV) cell mounted on a nearby
branch, emitting sound that varies in
speed and pitch—between a drone, a
cicada-like chirp and a siren-like oscillation—with the amount of sunlight.
The piece uses piezo disc sounders and
simple square wave oscillators [7] and
draws very little current; as such, it will
work even under overcast conditions,
although the sound will be quieter.
The volume of the sounds was carefully
considered so as not to drown out the
sounds of the environment. In bright
sunlight it is just possible to discern the
sounds from two horns when standing
between them.
After many trials, I decided that the
optimal system for each unit was two
channels, with each of two oscillators
in series and each feeding a piezo disc
attached to one side of a balsa wood
resonator. Along with variations in
the circuit’s supply voltage due to the
amount of light falling on the PV cell,
the oscillators also incorporated a semirandom mixture of component values
and photocells. This combination gave
a wide variety of pitches and rhythms
in changing light. I sourced the brass
horns housing the resonators from
India (as a custom order from a company that manufactures reproduction
gramophones) and hung them in the
trees using brass picture wire.
The piece reflects the chaotic nature
of the weather; the chance events and
indeterminacy inherent in this process
are embraced as part of the nature of
the work. The sound of Solar Work #2
can be considered a durational performance [8], an open-ended, long-term
composition, in that it will continue for
as long as its components last, and each
day can be considered a small “movement” in the overall musical structure.
In fact, the composition would reflect
changes in the weather over years due

Fig. 1. Mike
Blow, Solar
Work #2, sound
installation,
1 March 2012.
One of the
gramophone
horns, with
wires leading
to the oscillator circuit and
PV cell. (©
Mike Blow.)

to global warming or other climate
changes, and can be thought of as a
sonification of weather data, as the
sound produced responds immediately
to weather conditions.
Each visitor’s experience of the piece
will differ and will be co-created at the
intersection of the work, the environmental conditions and his or her own
movement. Indeed, the environment is
so vital that the work cannot exist without it. Several visitors commented that
the sound of the piece led their ear into
the sounds of the environment, and as
such the dimensions of the work can
expand beyond the material and sonic
boundaries of the horns to the limits of
hearing and sight of the visitor.
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Fig. 2. Aerial view of
the installation site of
Solar Work #2, 27 April
2012. Dots show the
location of each horn.
(© Mike Blow)
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